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Allard and Casey Safety Library Donation 
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O.P. History 
Project 
At last the long awaited O.P. 

History Project is complete, 
celebrating the oldest co- 

operative college program 
in the country. In order to 

preserve the memory of 

outstanding traditions, 
faces and events in our 

colorful past, we have 
created a "History of the 

Outdoor Program" display located in the resource 

room. It's great fun to flip through, especially for 
those with some history of their own here at the 

co-op. Check it out! 
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Gary Grimm, the first director of the O.P. is 
either trying to start a fire or play in a jug band 
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Rogue River Cleanup Contribution 
This spring the O.P. was awared a $3,000 grant to help fund 
our annual clean-up effort on the Pogue. Thanks to Powerbar 
Inc. for their support of our program and a pristine environ- 
ment. 

This year's cleanup was a huge effort and a damn good time. 
Volunteers dug and drug a record 129 tires off the banksl Over 
70 bags of garbage were also collected. Although getting 
garbage off such a magnificent river is fun, it's also troubling 
that we find more rubbish every year. 
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need the exciting 
gear raft and 
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replaced all of 
The new fleet 

now consists of: Wavesport Godzilla, 
Dagger Vertigo, Dagger RPM and thejust produced Redline. 

HP 
5ea kayakers will be happy to know that we added two Necky Narpa sea kayaks. The 

Narpas are larger and sportier than the older Kyooks. We also purchased new paddle 
jackets for the river program. 

In the transportation area, we wanted to purchase a new covered securable trailer but 
couldn't decide on a small one for backpacks and ski gear, or a large one for river trips 
or bigger expeditions. So we got both! The small trailer will also be rigged with a roof rack 
for bikes, hardshells or other toys. 
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U of 0 Outdoor Program Mail Card 
I Please put me on your newsletter mail list! 
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O.P. T-Shirts and Caps 

University of Oregon 
Outdoor Program 

The cap features the new, tri-colored OP logo embroidered in 
the front. The t-shirts have are screened with the logo and a 
cool multi-sport outdoor graphic. Come by and pick one up! 


